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Abstract. Given probability spaces (Xi;Ai;P i);i=1 ;2 ;let M(P1;P 2)d e -
note the set of all probabilities on the product space with marginals P1 and
P2 and let h be a measurable function on (X1  X2;A1 ⊗A 2) :Continuous
versions of linear programming stemming from the works of Monge (1781)
and Kantorovich-Rubin stein (1958) for the case of compact metric spaces are
concerned with the validity of the duality
supf
Z
hd P:P2M ( P 1;P 2)g
=i n f f
2 X
i =1
Z
hi dPi : hi 2L 1( P i) and h  ih ig
(where M(P1;P 2) is the collection of all probability measures on (X1X2;A1⊗
A2)w i t hP 1and P2 as the marginals). A recently established general duality
theorem asserts the validity of the above duality whenever at least one of the
marginals is a perfect probability space. We pursue the converse direction
to examine the interplay between the notions of duality and perfectness and
obtain a new characterization of perfect probability spaces.
1. Introduction
Let (X;A;P) be a probability space. P is called perfect (equivalently, the space
(X;A;P) is called perfect) if, for every A-measurable, real-valued function f on X
we can nd a Borel subset Bf o ft h er e a ll i n es u c ht h a tB ff( X)w i t hP( f− 1( B f))
= 1. Introduced by Gnedenko and Kolmogorov[2]\to achieve complete harmony be-
tween the abstract theory of measure and the theory of measures in metric spaces",
perfect probability spaces form the technically most pleasing class of probability
spaces (see Ramachandran [10]).
A succinct history of the notion of duality from its origins in the works of Monge
[5] and Kantorovich-Rubin stein [3], along with a variety of applications in prob-
ability theory can be found in Kellerer [4] (see also Dudley [1] and Rachev [9]).
Ramachandran and R¨ uschendorf [11] have recently established that a general du-
ality theorem holds whenever one of the underlying spaces is perfect.
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In this note we investigate the converse direction and obtain a new characteriza-
tion of perfect probability spaces using the notion of duality which brings to light
the interplay between the notions of duality and perfectness.
2. Notation and preliminaries
We use customary measure-theoretic terminology and notation (as, for instance,
in Neveu [6]). All measures that we consider are probabilities. For properties of
perfect measures we refer the reader to Ramachandran [10]. We denote by B the
-algebra of Borel subsets of [0;1] and by  the Lebesgue measure on ([0;1];B). 
denotes the diagonal in [0;1][0;1]. If P is a probability on (X;A), then P and P
denote respectively the inner and the outer measures induced by P.A -algebra
A0 is said to be countably generated (or c.g. for short) if A0 = (fAn;n1g), in
which case ' :( X;A0) ! ([0;1];B) dened by '(x)=
P 1
n =1 (2=3n)1An(x) is called
the Marczewski function; ' is measurable with '(x1) 6= '(x2)i fx 1and x2 belong
to dierent atoms of A0, and so we can identify (X;A0)w i t h( ' ( X ) ; B\' ( X )).
We say that (X;A;P) is a thick subspace of (X1;A1;P 1)a n dw r i t e( X;A;P) 
(X 1;A 1;P 1) whenever X  X1, A = A1 \ X =t h et r a c eo fA 1on X, P
1(X)=1
and P = P
1jA.
Let (Xi;Ai;P i);i =1 ;2, be two probability spaces. A probability  on (X1 
X2;A1 ⊗A 2) is said to have marginals P1 and P2 if
(A1  X2)=P 1( A 1) for all A1 2A 1; and
(X1  A2)=P 2( A 2) for all A2 2A 2:
Let M(P1;P 2)=fon A1⊗A 2 :has marginals P1 and P2 g. i : X1X2 !
Xi denote the canonical projections for i =1 ;2 :The abbreviation gi is used for P2
i=1 gi  i:
For a bounded, A1⊗A2-measurable function h on X1X2,t h emarginal problem
is concerned with
S(h)=s u p f
Z
X 1 X 2
hd :  2M ( P 1;P 2)g
while the dual problem deals with
I(h)=i n ff
2 X
i =1
Z
Xi
hidPi : hi 2L 1( P i) and h  ih ig :
The measure-theoretic version of the transportation problem dating back to
Monge [5] seeks the validity of the duality
S(h)=I ( h ) : (D)
The main duality theorem of Kellerer [4] deals essentially with second countable
or metrizable spaces Xi;i=1 ;2, with tight (or Radon) probabilities dened on the
Borel sets in which case (D) is shown to hold for a suitably large class containing
all the bounded, measurable functions. The following result of Ramachandran and
R¨ uschendorf [11] is the most general duality theorem of this type.
Theorem 1. If at least one of the underlying probability spaces is perfect, then (D)
holds for all bounded, measurable functions.
We pursue the converse direction in the next section.
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3. Main results
We rst construct an example to show that the direct converse of Theorem 1
does not hold; that is, (D) can hold for all bounded measurable functions while
both the underlying probability spaces are nonperfect.
Example 1. Pachl [8] has constructed a subset X of [0;1] such that
(i) (X)=1= ([0;1] − X)a n d
(ii) if  is a probability on ([0;1][0;1];B⊗B)w i t h2M ( ;), then (XX)
=1 :
Let Xi = X, Ai = B\X and Pi = jAi for i =1 ; 2 :Then Pi is clearly
nonperfect for both i =1 ; 2 :For  2M ( P 1 ;P 2)l e tbe dened by (C)=
 ( C \ ( X  X ));C 2B⊗B . Then it is easy to check that  2M ( ;)a n dt h a t
!is a 1-1 correspondence between M(P1;P 2)a n dM ( ;): Further, since
A1 ⊗A 2 =B⊗B\(XX), it can be checked (starting with 1C;C2A 1⊗A 2 and
using standard measure-theoretic arguments) that for every h on X1 X2 which is
A1 ⊗A 2 - measurable there is h on [0;1] [0;1] which is B⊗B- measurable such
that hjX1X2 = h and
R
hd =
R
hd: Hence it follows that for every bounded,
A1 ⊗A 2-measurable h;
S(h)=s u p f
R
hd :  2M ( P 1;P 2)g
=s u p f
R
hd :  2M ( ;)g
= S(h)
= I(h) by Theorem 1
 I(h) (by the denition of I(h))
 S(h) (by the denitions of I(h)a n dS ( h ))
whereby (D) holds.
In order to bring out the interplay between the notions of perfectness and duality
we introduce
Denition 1. A probability space (X1;A1;P 1) is said to be a duality space if for
every (X2;A2;P 2) the duality (D) holds for all bounded, measurable functions.
Theorem 1 can now be recast as
Theorem 2. Every perfect probability space is a duality space.
The next major step is to establish
Proposition 1. If (X;A;P)is nonperfect, then there exists (X1;A1;P 1)such that
(i) (X;A;P)(X 1;A 1;P 1)and
(ii) (X1;A1;P 1)is not a duality space.
Proof. Since (X;A;P) is nonperfect, there exists a c.g. sub--algebra A0 of A such
that P0 = PjA0 is nonperfect (see P3 of Ramachandran [10, p. 26]). Let ' be
the Marczewski function on (X;A0)a n dl e tQ 0=P 0 ' − 1 :Then ' provides the
Marczewski identication of the space (X;A0;P 0)w i t h( ' ( X ) ; B\' ( X ) ;Q 0) 
([0;1];B;Q0)w h e r eQ 0is dened on B by Q0(B)=Q 0( B\' ( X )) (= P0'−1(B));
B 2B :Notice that, by construction, Q

0('(X)) = 1.
Suppose that Q0('(X)) = 1. Then we can nd a set Y  '(X), Y 2B ,
with Q0(Y ) = 1. Since Y is a Borel subset of [0,1], every probability on (Y;B\
Y) is perfect (see Theorem 2.3.1 of Ramachandran [10]); hence, Q0jY is perfect
which in turn would imply that Q0 is perfect. However, Q0 is nonperfect since
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P0 is nonperfect (see P7 of Ramachandran [10, p. 27]), and so we conclude that
Q0('(X)) = <1 :
Let f : x 7−! (x;'(x);'(x));x2X:
Then f:( X;A;P) ! (X'(X)[0;1];A⊗( B\' ( X )) ⊗B ;Pf−1)h a st h e
following properties:
1. f is 1-1.
2. Since G' = f(x;'(x));x 2 Xg =G r a p ho f'2A⊗B\( X' ( X )) =
A⊗( B\' ( X)), it follows that
f(X)=( G '[0;1]) \ (X  ( \ ('(X)  [0;1]))) 2A⊗( B\' ( X)) ⊗B:
3. Pf−1(f(X)) = P(X)=1 :
4. f−1(A  (B \ '(X))  C)=A\' − 1( B )\' − 1( C )2Afor all A 2A ;B2B
and C 2B :
5. For A 2A ;f(A)=( A' ( X)[0;1]) \ f(X) 2A⊗( B\' ( X)) ⊗B:
Hence, we have
(X;A;P)
f
 ! (f (X ); (A⊗( B\' ( X)) ⊗B)\f( X) ;Pf−1)
 (X'(X)[0;1];A⊗( B\' ( X)) ⊗B;Pf−1)
def
=( X 1 ; A 1 ;P 1):
P 1 has marginals P;Q0 and Q0 respectively on A;B\' (X)a n dB(by 4 above).
Dene
X2 =[ 0 ;1] ('(X))c; A2 = B⊗( B\( ' ( X))c):
Before dening P2 observe that Q

0(('(X))c)=1−>0a n dQ 0 (('(X))c)=
0. Choose and x B0 2B ,B 0' ( X ) such that Q0(B0)=Q 0  ( ' ( X )) = : Let
Q1 on B be dened by
Q1(B)=Q 0( B j B c
0)=
Q 0( B−B 0)
1−
;B 2B :
Then Q1(Bc
0)=1a n dB c
0( ' ( X ))c: If B 2Bwith B  ('(X))c,t h e nB c
' ( X ))Q 0 ( B c−B 0 )=0)Q 1( B c)=0)Q 1( B )=1a n ds oQ 
1(('(X))c)=1 :
Similarly, it can be seen that Q1(('(X))c)=0 :Now dene P2 on A2 by
P2(A2)=Q 
1(  2( A 2\4 ));A 2 2A 2:
Marginals of P2 are Q1 and Q
1 respectively. Having constructed suitable (Xi;Ai;
Pi);i=1 ;2, with (X;A;P)(X 1;A 1;P 1), we now show that (X1;A1;P 1) fails to
be a duality space.
Consider
X1  X2 =( X' ( X)[0;1])  ([0;1]  ('(X))c)
and dene
H = X  '(X) 4( ' ( X))c 2A 1⊗A 2:
Let h =1 H:Since P1(X  (4\( ' ( X)[0;1]))) = 1 = P2(4\X 2) ;for every
 2M ( P 1;P 2)w eg e t ( X( 4\('(X)[0;1]))(4\X 2)) = 1: But H \(X 
(4\('(X)[0;1]))(4\X 2)) = ; and so (H) = 0 for all  2 (P1;P 2):Hence
S(h)=0 :
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By (3.3) of Kellerer [4] (see also Strassen [12]), we have
I(h)=i n f f P 1( A 1)+P 2( A 2):H( A 1X 2)[( X 1A 2) ;A i 2A i;i=1 ;2 g :
Since H  (;X 2)[( X 1X 2), we get
I(h)  P1(;)+P 2( X 2)=1 :
If H  (A1  X2) [ (X1  A2)w i t hA i2A i;i=1 ;2, then let
B2 = 2(A2 \4 )2B\( ' ( X))c:
Hence, B2 = B \ ('(X))c for some B 2Band so
P2(A2)=Q 
1( B 2)=Q 1( B )=
Q 0( B−B 0)
1−
: (1)
Carefully look at
D = X  '(X)  (Bc \ ('(X))c):
(x;y1;y 2)2D ) (x;y1;y 2;y 2;y 2)2H
) (x;y1;y 2;y 2;y 2)2A 1X 2
((y2;y 2) = 2A 2 since y2 = 2 B2)
) (x;y1;y 2)2A 1:
It follows that D  A1. Hence
P1(A1)  P
1 (D)=Q

0( B c\( ' ( X ))c)=Q 0( B c−B 0) : (2)
(To conclude that Q

0(C \ ('(X))c)=Q 0 ( C−B 0 ) for all C 2Brst note
that Q0(C − B0)  Q

0(C \ ('(X))c)s i n c eB 0 ' ( X ); on the other hand, if
C \('(X))c  C1 2B ,t h e n( C−B 0)−( C 1−B 0)' ( X )−B 0)Q 0((C −B0)−
(C1−B0)) = 0 ) Q0(C−B0)=Q 0((C−B0)\(C1−B0))  Q0(C1−B0)  Q0(C1):)
Adding (1) and (2),
P1(A1)+P 2( A 2) 
Q 0( B− B 0)
1 −  +Q 0( B c−B 0)
 Q 0( B−B 0)+Q 0( B c−B 0)
= Q 0( B c
0)=1−:
Thus I(h)  1 − >0 and as a consequence (X1;A1;P 1) fails to be a duality
space.
Our main result which yields a new characterization of perfectness of measures
is
Theorem 3. Let (X;A;P) be a probability space. Then the following statements
are equivalent:
(a) (X;A;P)is perfect.
(b) If (X;A;P)(X 1;A 1;P 1),t h e n( X 1 ;A 1;P 1)is perfect.
(c) If (X;A;P)(X 1;A 1;P 1),t h e n( X 1 ;A 1;P 1)is a duality space.
Proof. (a) ) (b). If f1 is an A1-measurable, real-valued function on X1; then
letting f = f1jX, choose a Borel set Bf o ft h er e a ll i n es u c ht h a tB f f ( X )
f 1 ( X 1 )w i t hP( f − 1B f)=1 :Take Bf1 = Bf:
(b) ) (c) follows from Theorem 2.
(c) ) (a) is Proposition 1.
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